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there is a fundamental issue:there is a fundamental issue:
Are extragalactic observations and cosmology probing the Are extragalactic observations and cosmology probing the 
breakdown of General Relativity at large (IR) scales?breakdown of General Relativity at large (IR) scales?
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Dark Energy and Dark Energy and ww
(the (the EoSEoS viewpoint)viewpoint)

In GR, force ∝ (ρ + 3p)

+1/3              0                 -1 <w< -1/3               -1
(mini-inflation) Cosmological Constant (vacuum)

w = p/ρ =

If w < -1/3  the Universe accelerates, w < -1, phantom fields
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The problem could be reversedThe problem could be reversedThe problem could be reversed

Dark Energy and Dark Matter 
as “shortcomings” of GR.
Results of flawed physics?Results of flawed physics?

The “correct” theory of gravity could
be derived by matching the largest 

number of observations at ALL SCALES!

We are able to observe  only 
baryons, radiation, neutrinos

and gravity

Accelerating behaviour (DE) and dynamical phenomena (DM) as 
CURVATURE EFFECTS
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Two ways compete

•• EinsteinEinstein--equation:equation:

•• modified with dark matter, dark energy terms:modified with dark matter, dark energy terms:

•• modified gravitational dynamicsmodified gravitational dynamics



Outline

Dark matter, dark energy, quantization Dark matter, dark energy, quantization 
alternative gravityalternative gravity

Ways to test: weak and strong gravitational Ways to test: weak and strong gravitational 
lensing (static case, spherical symmetry)lensing (static case, spherical symmetry)

1. Tidal charged 1. Tidal charged branebrane black holeblack hole
2. Dark radiation / pressure dominated 2. Dark radiation / pressure dominated 

branebrane--worldworld models models 
3. 3. KehagiasKehagias--SfetsosSfetsos black hole black hole 

in in HoHořřavaava--LifsitzLifsitz gravitygravity
4. Black holes in 4. Black holes in fourth order fourth order f(Rf(R)) gravitygravity



Outline 2

Main results:Main results:
1. observational signatures between 1. observational signatures between 
lensing observableslensing observables
2. critical phenomena2. critical phenomena

Implications:Implications: constrain the extra BH constrain the extra BH 
parameters (beside mass), of alternative parameters (beside mass), of alternative 
gravity origingravity origin



Deflection of light

Prediction: Light is curved by mass / energy 
(general relativity)

Our Sun:

• deflection of light calculated as

b

M

• numerically for the light ray passing near the Sun

• Eddington 1919:



Gravitational lensing by BHs

Gravitational vs. 
optical lensing:

a) focal-axis
b) focal-point

Cheng: Relativity, Gravitation and Cosmology (2005)



Gravitational lensing by BHs

Einstein-ring:

Cheng: Relativity, Gravitation and Cosmology (2005)



Gravitational lensing

Straumann:  General Relativity
with Applications to Astrophysics

(2004)

Weak lensing: the images 
acquire shear  

Shear statistics: (dark) 
matter distribution in the 
Universe 

Intermediate and strong 
lensing:

suitable in certain 
cases for determining 
distances  



Abell 2218 galaxy cluster as a gravitational lens

Hubble
Space

Telescope



Deflection angle in weak gravitational lensing

•• first order contributions to deflection given by the first order contributions to deflection given by the 
VirbhadraVirbhadra--Ellis lens equationEllis lens equation



Image formation in weak gravitational lensing by tidal charged black holes 11

LÁ Gergely, Z Keresztes, M Dwornik
Class. Quantum Grav. 26, 145002 (2009) [arXiv: 0903.1558

[gr-qc]]
Z Horváth, LÁ Gergely, D Hobill

Class. Quantum Grav. 27, 235006 (2010) [arXiv: 1005.2286
[gr-qc]]

What is a brane? A hypersurface in a higher dimensional 
pseudo-Riemannian space-time (in 2d: membrane)

Basic object in string-theory, the geometrical locus of open 
string endpoints

Has a tension



Geometric characterization of a brane
11

IntrinsicIntrinsic geometrygeometry
=induced metric (1=induced metric (1stst fundamental form)fundamental form)
=tensorial degrees of freedom of gravity=tensorial degrees of freedom of gravity

Embedding propertiesEmbedding properties
==extrinsicextrinsic curvature (2curvature (2ndnd fundamental form)fundamental form)

one for each normal one for each normal 
(simplest model: co(simplest model: co--dimension 1)dimension 1)
(tip of the cone: co(tip of the cone: co--dimension 2, etc)dimension 2, etc)

=additional sources of gravity=additional sources of gravity



ADM for brane-worlds
11

LÁ Gergely, Z Kovács

Phys. Rev. D 72, 

064015-1-12 (2005) 

Z Kovács, LÁ Gergely

Phys. Rev. D 77, 

024003-1-13 (2008)



Continuity of the induced metric Continuity of the induced metric requiredrequired

Continuity of the extrinsic curvature Continuity of the extrinsic curvature not requirednot required
the brane may look differently from the two sidesthe brane may look differently from the two sides

The The jumpjump (discontinuity) in the extrinsic curvature (discontinuity) in the extrinsic curvature 
is related to the (distributional) is related to the (distributional) energyenergy--momentum momentum 
tensortensor on the brane (on the brane (LanczosLanczos equationequation) ) 

Analogous with: Analogous with: 
jump in tangential magnetic field jump in tangential magnetic field surface currentsurface current

jump in normal electric field jump in normal electric field surface chargesurface charge

Resembling shock wavesResembling shock waves

Junction conditions across the brane (Israel-Lanczos)
11



11 Covariant dynamics

5D Einstein eq.

Decomposition w.r.to the brane normal na :

Sum and difference equations of the projections of the 5D Einstein:
• vectorial: averaged Codazzi + energy balance
• tensorial – trace twice contacted Gauss

– trace-free effective Einstein eq.
• scalar + embedding constr.

electric projection extrinsic curvature + eq. for
of the Riemann tensor terms replaced by
replaced by electric brane sources (Lanczos)
part of the Weyl tensor and embedding terms



Tidal charged BH: Tidal charged BH: 
•• symmetric embedding, symmetric embedding, 
•• 4D and 5D vacuum,4D and 5D vacuum,
•• spherical symmetry.spherical symmetry.

horizon(shorizon(s):):

Dadhich, Maartens, Papadopoulos, Rezania, 
Phys. Lett B 487, 1 (2000)

q>0q>0

•• analogy with charged RNanalogy with charged RN

•• two horizons inside the two horizons inside the 
Schwarzschild radiusSchwarzschild radius

•• gravity on the brane is gravity on the brane is 
weakened weakened 

qq<<00
•• no analogue in GRno analogue in GR

•• one horizon outside the Schwarzschild radiusone horizon outside the Schwarzschild radius

•• brane gravity is strengthenedbrane gravity is strengthened / / confinement confinement 
of gravity to the braneof gravity to the brane

The tidal charged black holes 11

5D extension 5D extension ununknownknown

BUT proven to exist in certain parameter rangeBUT proven to exist in certain parameter range



To To second ordersecond order in the small parameters:   in the small parameters:   

by a by a LagrangianLagrangian methodmethod:: LÁ Gergely, B Darázs: astro-ph/0602427 (2006)

confirmed by a Hamiltonian method (confirmed by a Hamiltonian method (eikonaleikonal equation):equation):

LÁ Gergely, Z Keresztes, M Dwornik: Class. Quantum Grav. 26, 145002 (2009)

Lensing images:Lensing images:

Z Horváth, LÁ Gergely, D Hobill: Class. Quantum Grav. 27, 235006 (2010)

•• small tidal charge: 2 images, Einstein ring (Schwarzschild lenssmall tidal charge: 2 images, Einstein ring (Schwarzschild lensing)ing)

•• small mass: Schwarzschildsmall mass: Schwarzschild--like lensing for q<0like lensing for q<0

2, 1 or 0 images, no ring for q>0 2, 1 or 0 images, no ring for q>0 
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Image formation in weak gravitational lensing by tidal charged black holes 11



Image formation in weak gravitational lensing by tidal charged black holes 11

Image positionsImage positions

(mass dominated (mass dominated 
case)case)



Image formation in weak gravitational lensing by tidal charged black holes 11

Image Image positions(tidalpositions(tidal charge dominated case)charge dominated case)



Image formation in weak gravitational lensing by tidal charged black holes 11

MagnificationsMagnifications

(mass (mass 
dominated dominated 
case)case)



Image formation in weak gravitational lensing by tidal charged black holes 11

MagnificationsMagnifications

(negative tidal (negative tidal 
charge charge 
dominated dominated 
case)case)



Mass dominatedMass dominated Negative tidal charge dominatedNegative tidal charge dominated

The The power lawpower law dependence of the magnification factors on the separation of dependence of the magnification factors on the separation of 
the images provides a significant the images provides a significant difference difference in the two cases.in the two cases.

Image formation in weak gravitational lensing by tidal charged black holes 11



•• observable signatureobservable signature

Image formation in weak gravitational lensing by tidal charged black holes 11



Testing the dark radiation dominated region of braneworld models with gravitational lensing

KC Wong, T Harko, KS Cheng, LÁ Gergely, Phys. Rev. D 86, 044038-1-15 (2012)

•• spherically symmetric sol. of vacuum effective spherically symmetric sol. of vacuum effective 
Einstein Einstein eqeq..

•• metric functions in the weak field limitmetric functions in the weak field limit

•• equation of state of the Weyl fluid (dark pressure equation of state of the Weyl fluid (dark pressure 
+ radiation)+ radiation)

22



Testing the dark radiation dominated region of braneworld models with gravitational lensing

•• fixing the fixing the 
parameters from parameters from 
galactic rotation galactic rotation 
curvescurves

LÁ Gergely, T Harko, 
M Dwornik, G Kupi, 
Z Keresztes:
Mon. Not. Royal Astron. Soc.
415, 3275-3290 (2011)           

[arXiv:1105.0159 [gr-qc]]

22



Testing the dark radiation dominated region of braneworld models with gravitational lensing

•• deflection angledeflection angle

•• expansion in the PN parameter and brane parameter expansion in the PN parameter and brane parameter γγ

•• can the brane effects cancel?can the brane effects cancel?
22



Testing the dark radiation dominated region of braneworld models with gravitational lensing

•• critical critical 

behaviourbehaviour

•• Lensing Lensing 

amplified outside amplified outside 

the critical radius, the critical radius, 

reduced insidereduced inside

22



Hořava-Lifshitz gravity 33



Hořava-Lifshitz gravity 33

HL gravity: HL gravity: 

•• renormalizablerenormalizable field theoretical modelfield theoretical model

•• IR energy scales, Einstein gravity with a IR energy scales, Einstein gravity with a 
nonvanishingnonvanishing cosmological constantcosmological constant

•• UV energy scales: anisotropic UV energy scales: anisotropic LifshitzLifshitz scaling scaling 
between time and space between time and space xxii lxlxii, , tt llzztt

•• massive particles do not, massless particles do massive particles do not, massless particles do 
follow geodesics!follow geodesics!



Hořava-Lifshitz gravity 33

J Greenwald, J Lenells, JX Lu, VH Satheeshkumar, A Wang, Phys. Rev. D 84, 084040 (2011) 

Three major problems, ghosts, strong coupling and instability, of the 
same origin: the breaking of the general covariance

The preferred time that breaks general covariance leads to a reduced set of 
diffeomorphisms a spin-0 graviton appears instability, ghost 
and strong coupling problems, which could prevent the recovery of GR 
in the IR

Various modications proposed. 

1. introduce a vector, the gradient of the  lapse logarithm

2. extend the diff invariance with local U(1) scalar graviton 
eliminated

……. . 



Hořava-Lifshitz gravity 33

Action:Action:

CottonCotton--York tensor:York tensor:

Constants:Constants:

GR limit:GR limit:



Constraining Hořava-Lifshitz gravity by weak and strong gravitational lensing 33

•• spherically symmetric BH: spherically symmetric BH: KehagiasKehagias--SfetsosSfetsos
asymptotically flat spaceasymptotically flat space--timetime

•• event horizonevent horizon

BUT: difficulties related to the black hole interpretation dueBUT: difficulties related to the black hole interpretation due
to the to the nonrelativisticnonrelativistic dispersion relations!dispersion relations!



Z Horváth, LÁ Gergely, Z Keresztes, T Harko, FSN Lobo
Phys Rev. D 84, 083006-1-9 (2011)       [arXiv:1105.0765 [gr-qc]]

•• deflection angledeflection angle

•• small parameters for weak lensingsmall parameters for weak lensing

Constraining Hořava-Lifshitz gravity by weak and strong gravitational lensing 33



Constraining Hořava-Lifshitz gravity by weak and strong gravitational lensing 33

•• Einstein ring radiusEinstein ring radius



Constraining Hořava-Lifshitz gravity by weak and strong gravitational lensing 33

•• Image positionsImage positions



Constraining Hořava-Lifshitz gravity by weak and strong gravitational lensing 33

•• another critical value:another critical value:
with the exception of the with the exception of the 
Schwarzschild limit, Schwarzschild limit, 
there is a maximum of there is a maximum of 
the deflection angle, the deflection angle, 
trajectories both with trajectories both with 
larger and smaller larger and smaller 
impact parameters impact parameters 
exhibiting less deflection exhibiting less deflection 



•• photometric and spectroscopic measurements for a sample of 57 SDphotometric and spectroscopic measurements for a sample of 57 SDSS SS 
lens galaxies lens galaxies observed locations of the corresponding Einstein rings observed locations of the corresponding Einstein rings 

range of the HL parameter determinedrange of the HL parameter determined

• … more galaxies ….

Constraining Hořava-Lifshitz gravity by weak and strong gravitational lensing 33



Constraining Hořava-Lifshitz gravity by weak and strong gravitational lensing 33

•• other constraints for other constraints for ωω00

Solar System:Solar System:

Perihelion precession of the planet Mercury Perihelion precession of the planet Mercury 

Deflection of light by the SunDeflection of light by the Sun

radar echo delayradar echo delay

orbital periods of the transiting orbital periods of the transiting extrasolarextrasolar planet HD209458b (planet HD209458b (OsirisOsiris))

light deflection observations including longlight deflection observations including long--baseline radio baseline radio interferometryinterferometry, , 
Jupiter measurement, and the Jupiter measurement, and the HipparcosHipparcos satellitesatellite

rangerange--residuals of the system constituted by the S2 star orbiting the residuals of the system constituted by the S2 star orbiting the 
supermassive black hole (Sagittarius A) in the supermassive black hole (Sagittarius A) in the centercenter of the Galaxyof the Galaxy



•• strong lensingstrong lensing

• from the 10-5 arcsec error bar         
of future instruments

Multi-AO Imaging Camera for           
Deep Observations (MICADO) – 2018, 

European Extremely Large Telescope 
– 42 m

Constraining Hořava-Lifshitz gravity by weak and strong gravitational lensing 33



f(Rf(R))--gravitygravity

Generalization of the 
Hilbert-Einstein action 
to a generic (unknown) 
f(R) theory of gravity

 

Slide courtesy of Salvatore Slide courtesy of Salvatore CapozzielloCapozziello



Theoretical motivations and features:
Quantization on curved space-time needs higher-order 
invariants corrections to the Hilbert-Einstein Action. 
These corrections are also predicted by several unification 
schemes  as String/M-theory, Kaluza-Klein, etc.
A generic action is 
We  can consider only fourth order terms f(R) which give the 
main contributions at large scales.
DE under the standard of FOG inflationary cosmology 
(Starobinsky) but at different scales and late times.
This scheme allows to obtain an “Einstein” two fluid model in 
which one component has a geometric origin

Slide courtesy of Salvatore Slide courtesy of Salvatore CapozzielloCapozziello



Weak gravitational lensing by fourth order gravity black holes

Zs Horváth, LÁ Gergely, D Hobill, S Capozziello, M de Laurentis arXiv:1207.1823 [gr-qc]

•• f(Rf(R) gravity) gravity

•• spherically symmetric BH solutionspherically symmetric BH solution

•• deflection angle  deflection angle  

44



Weak gravitational lensing by fourth order gravity black holes

•• how the potential how the potential 

differs from differs from 

NewtonianNewtonian

•• mimics DM at large distances, when differences mimics DM at large distances, when differences w.r.tow.r.to GR GR 
are significant ?are significant ?

44



Weak gravitational lensing by fourth order gravity black holes

•• critical deflection anglecritical deflection angle 44



Weak gravitational lensing by fourth order gravity black holes

•• image positionsimage positions
44



•• magnificationsmagnifications

Weak gravitational lensing by fourth order gravity black holes

44



Weak gravitational lensing by fourth order gravity black holes

•• observable signature: the ratio of magnifications observable signature: the ratio of magnifications 
(flux ratio)(flux ratio)

has differenthas different

powerpower--law law 

dependencedependence

on the imageon the image

separationsseparations

44



Weak gravitational lensing by fourth order gravity black holes

next next 

generation generation 

of radio of radio 
telescopes telescopes 

will do will do 

44



Summary

•• all alternative gravity theories imply all alternative gravity theories imply 
an additional length scalean additional length scale

•• gravitational lensing in principle could gravitational lensing in principle could 
distinguish among these theories and GRdistinguish among these theories and GR

and falsify some of them!and falsify some of them!

•• critical phenomena, different powercritical phenomena, different power--law behaviourlaw behaviour

•• instrument resolution too low for now, instrument resolution too low for now, 
may be sufficient in a few yearsmay be sufficient in a few years

•• nonnon--trivial generalization: the rotating casetrivial generalization: the rotating case


